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DAY-1
Key words
 Occupation
 Skilled Workers
 Professionals
 Tools and equipment
Points to remember
 People need money to buy things required for living .
 To get money , people have to work . Different people do different types of work to earn
money
 Occupation- The work people does to earn money is called occupation or job.
 Different people do different types of work according to their skills, educational degrees or
interest.
 People use specific equipment to do their work. These are called their tools.
 The main occupation of the people in villages is agriculture and animal husbandry.
 People in cities and towns take up different jobs or occupation.
 Some work in factories while some people are engaged in the making of beautiful pieces of
art like pottery , weaving etc.

Main occupation of the people in villages

Farming.

Animal husbandry.

Pottery
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Main occupation of the people in towns and cities.
People working in factory.

People working in office

 VIDEO-LINKS
LINK-1. https://youtu.be/TtRxcVlGQGU
LINK. https://youtu.be/ckKQclquAXU

DAY-2
Jobs People Do


Tailor – He stitches and alters clothes using a sewing machine. He uses a measuring tape, scissors,
chalk , needle and thread.



Embroiderer – He makes beautiful designs on fabrics and dresses with a needle and thread.



Potter – Potter makes beautiful clay items such as pots , matkas on a potter’ s wheel. He bakes these
clay items in a kiln ( kiln is an oven used for baking , burning or drying.).



Cobbler –He makes and mends shoes using different tools like the scissors, cobbler’s stand ,
hammer , marking wheel , knives , thread and needle.



Driver – Driver drive buses , trains or taxis and take people from one place to another. Before ,
starting their job , they have to undergo training and get a driving license.
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Farmers – He grows crops in his field. Some of the tools and machines that he uses are the tractor,
plough, harrow , shovel etc. The fruits , vegetables and pulses that we eat everyday are grown in the
fields of farmers.
These are skilled workers and generally acquire their skills from their relatives or other skilled
workers.

Video links
https://youtu.be/yt8XatMo2O4
https://youtu.be/PX565ZqW-FA

DAY-3
Points to remember:
 Some people study hard and undergo special training related to their field
of work. They are called professionals.
 Some of the professionals are doctors, pilot , engineers, teachers , architect,
veterinarians, police officers etc.
Doctors- He treats the sick and injured people. They give injections and
medicines to patients according to their diseases
Pilots - Pilots fly planes. They learn flying after undergoing a long and hard
training at a flying club.
Engineers – They design and construct bridges and flyovers using various
machines.
Architects - They design houses and buildings.
Techers - Teachers instruct and educate students . They teach one or more
sibjects.
Veterinarians – They treat sick and injured animals.
Police officers – They catch criminals and maintain law and orders in the city.

Teaching Notes
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Define :
a. Occupation - The work people do to earn money for their living is called
occupation. Eg – tailor , cobbler , driver
b. Professionals - People who undergo formal training in their field of work ,
are called professionals. Eg – doctors , teachers, pilots etc.
Answer the following questions :
q1. What are tools ? Give examples.
Ans. Specific equipments use by people to do their work are called tools. Eg.
a. Tailor uses measuring tapes, scissors, needle , thread etc.
b. Cobbler uses hammer , needle , thread , knives , stand etc.
q2. How is the work of a cobbler different from that of a potter?
Ans. Cobbler makes and mends shoes using different tools while potter makes
beautiful clay items such as pots, matkas on a potters wheel.
q3. Mention any two tools used by farmers and mechanics each.
Ans. Farmers uses tractors ,plough , harrow , pitchfork.. Mechanics uses tools
like spanner, screwdriver , hammer and pliers to repair the vehicles.
Activity
Paste the pictures of three professions that you admire.

DAY-4

Gender and Work
 In earlier days, girls were not allowed to study. While boys
went to school, girls were supposed to learn household
work. Like – cooking and looking after family.
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 Today , most girls go to school. Now , we can see women in
varied fields , be it as doctors , engineers, pilots , astronauts ,
scientists etc.
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DAY-5
Teaching Notes
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EXERCISE:
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